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Number: (OCoLC)495786253 Subject: Defense contracts --
United States. Excerpt: . . . number and task order number.
However, SPOT users are not required to enter task order
numbers. For example, one SPOT entry only contained the
contract number without an order number. In reviewing FPDS-
NG data, we determined that DOD had placed 12 different
orders - ranging from a few thousand dollars to over 129
million - against that contract. Based on the information in
SPOT, DOD would not be able to determine which orders value
and competition information should be imported from FPDS-
NG. SPOT, as currently designed, also lacks the capability to
readily generate reports on the number of killed or wounded
contractor personnel. SPOT was upgraded in January 2009 to
fulfill the NDAA for FY2008 requirement to track such
information. Contractors can now update the status of their
personnel in the system, including whether they have been
killed or wounded, while agencies can run queries to identify
the number of personnel with a current status of killed or
wounded. However, the...
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This ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most awesome book i actually have read. I found out this ebook from my i
and dad suggested this book to understand.
-- Ethel Mills-- Ethel Mills

Comprehensive guide! Its this sort of very good go through. It generally is not going to price too much. Its been
designed in an remarkably basic way which is simply following i finished reading this pdf where really changed me,
affect the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . Jer em ie B la nda  DDS-- Pr of . Jer em ie B la nda  DDS
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